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PREFACE 
 
The American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP), in coordination with the Atlanta Local Host 
Committee, prepared this briefing book to prepare participants for the 2014 Community Planning 
Workshop during the APA National Planning Conference. 
 
The following experts from the AICP Community Planning Workshop Committee were instrumental in 
workshop planning and provided content and review of this book: 
 
Heather Alhadeff, AICP 
Jennifer Ball 
Gary Cornell, AICP 
Bruce Gallman 
Jared Lombard, AICP 
Dan Reuter, AICP 
James Shelby 
Flor Velarde, AICP 
 
Should you have any questions or concerns regarding Community Assistance Program Workshops, 
please contact: 
 
Felicia Braunstein 
Director of Professional Practice 
American Planning Association 
fbraunstein@planning.org  
(202) 349-1029  
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Community Planning Assistance Program 
 
History  
In the early 1990s, the American Planning Association took aim at issues of social equity in planning and 
development, the APA Executive Board established a “Community Planning Team” initiative in 1995, 
which resulted in a very successful pro bono effort to assist an economically struggling African American 
community in North Carolina.  The American Institute of Certified Planners continues to develop a pro 
bono planning program, providing assistance to communities in need.  As part of the pro bono services, 
in 2001 AICP began sponsoring one-day workshops at the APA National Planning Conference.  Previous 
workshops associated with the National Planning Conference have been held in:  Chicago (2013), Los 
Angeles (2012), Boston (2011), New Orleans (2010), Minneapolis (2009), Las Vegas (2008), Philadelphia 
(2007), San Antonio (2006), Oakland (2005), Washington, D.C. (2004), Denver (2003), and Chicago 2002).  
  
Underlying Purpose and Outcomes  
Choosing this study area and this point in time for the AICP Community Assistance Workshop makes an 
ideal setting for planners from across the U.S. to engage peers prior to the national conference and 
create a lasting impact. The purpose of APA’s community planning workshops is to address local 
planning issues that would benefit from a focused one-day effort involving community members, local 
planning staff, and APA “volunteers” from all over the country.  The community planning workshops are 
designed to assist a community that does not have all of the necessary resources for their project site. In 
general, these workshops are designed to: 
 

• Provide transferable assistance regarding a planning issue of critical importance to the 
designated community,  

• Provide training on techniques for conducting a successful workshop or charrette,  
• Serve as a legacy of the national planning conference for the host city and local community,  
• Highlight the capabilities of the planning profession,  
• Visibly demonstrate planning to the public, and  
• Provide training for both the practitioners and the community on public consensus while honing 

skills in community participation and problem solving.  
 
The purpose of this year’s AICP Community Assistance Workshop will be finding innovative ways to kick-
start renewal in Downtown Atlanta’s Broad Street SW Corridor. This Workshop will be unlike that of 
Workshops in which you may have participated in the past. The visioning is over. The City and business 
leaders initiated numerous planning efforts to create bold visions and plans that have never been 
implemented. So we need fresh eyes to see the barriers to plan implementation and answer the 
question, “Why have these plans not been implemented?”  “What unconventional methods could be 
enlisted to activate the block in the short-term?” In particular, local planners are interested in applying 
the principles of successful “placemaking” to guide the plan implementation efforts for Broad Street SW 
 
The expected Workshop outcome specific to Downtown Atlanta’s Broad Street SW will be to focus on 
immediate action - short range, priority projects to cure the most immediate needs of quality of life and 
public safety, the desire to create a unique and authentic community and to impact investment in the 
public realm in order to reverse the negative perceptions that have held back the area’s natural 
potential.  The goal will be to establish a strategy guided by placemaking principles that supports both 
industry and the emerging arts and cultural district and solidifies a foundation for feasible and realistic 
implementation. 
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Beyond Community Assistance Workshops at the National APA Conference  
The AICP Commission is committed to the Community Assistance Program (CAP), and the organization 
hopes that additional resources might be secured to send Planning Assistance Teams to cities and towns 
struggling with issues of social equity.  Like APA's Great Places in America program, CAP has the 
potential to capture public attention and increase understanding of how planning can inspire 
communities and spur stakeholders into action.  Tomorrow's Great Place could well be the 
neighborhood hosting today's Planning Assistance Team.  
  
As we work to create a broader and more robust program, it is important that we distinguish our efforts 
from the pro bono efforts of other organizations.  What we bring to the table is different and, in many 
ways, more valuable.  Our program will not be the right fit for every community, but for those that are 
committed to dealing with issues of social equity, our Planning Assistance Teams can help crystallize 
their visions and propose methods and means for ultimately achieving them.  
 
Along with AICP, a few of APA's Chapters currently have pro bono planning programs of their own.  The 
Illinois and Washington Chapters both operate thriving pro bono programs that send teams of planners 
into communities within their states.  Their successes have set a standard that is inspiring other chapters 
to consider establishing organized pro bono planning programs of their own.  Community by 
community, we are working to diminish inequities in the distribution of public investment; improve the 
quality of and access to facilities; create more sustainable neighborhoods; improve access to 
transportation, health care, and social services; create jobs and stronger commercial districts; and 
enhance safety and environmental quality.  
 
Watch out for opportunities to volunteer in your chapter or in our expanding CAP program.  The 
potential benefits — to you, to our organization, and to CAP communities — are inestimable.   
To learn more about the 2014 program and view reports from previous programs, please visit  
www.planning.org/communityassistance/index.htm. 
  
 
  
 
  

http://www.planning.org/communityassistance/index.htm
http://www.planning.org/communityassistance/index.htm
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2014 Community Planning Workshop 
 
Scope 
The expected outcome of the AICP Workshop specific to Downtown Atlanta’s Broad Street SW will be to 
focus on immediate action - short range, priority projects to cure the most immediate needs of quality 
of life and public safety, the desire to create a community and to impact investment in the public realm 
in order to reverse the negative perceptions that have held back the area’s natural potential.  The goal is 
to establish a strategy guided by placemaking principles that supports both industry and the emerging 
arts and cultural district and solidifies a foundation for feasible and realistic implementation. 
 
You will learn about the rich history and legacy of this part of Downtown Atlanta when it was a thriving 
business center in post-war Atlanta. You will see the visionary plans of the City of Atlanta and Central 
Atlanta Progress to redevelop the area into a bustling urban center with improved infrastructure, 
connected greenspace, and public-private-partnerships. You will hear how an entrepreneur with several 
key blocks had plans for a vibrant transit-oriented development but fell short of finding the right 
combination of partnerships and timing. You will hear about the high-spirited residents and artisans who 
launched a round of tactical urbanism in 2013 called “Brighten Up Broad Street” in an effort to recast its 
image from that of a dark and deserted place to a source of dazzling lights, blaring music, and ethnic 
food.  
 
So what is missing? What are the immediate first steps necessary to break the logjam and establish 
momentum for this vital corridor to attract private development capital that will lead to accomplishing 
the community’s vision? The Workshop will include a series of breakout sessions for participants to 
focus on specific topics of interest in order to identify innovative implementation strategies for the 
study area: 

1. Quality of Life Issues:  public safety/crime; homelessness; cleanliness, etc. 
2. Pop-up Community: tactical urbanism, special events, marketing, exposing the corridor’s unique 

character, etc. 
3. Investments in the Public Realm: Connectivity and design of sidewalks and streets; quality of 

public spaces; signs/aesthetics; public art, etc. 

 
Role of Placemaking 
Placemaking is the deliberate shaping of an environment to facilitate social interaction and improve a 
community’s quality of life.  It is about transforming our shared spaces in a way that strengthens our 
connection to those spaces, and to each other in the process.  It is about infusing those spaces with 
culture, making them more usable and accessible, and endowing them with identity and meaning. 
Creative placemaking animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes, 
improves local business viability and public safety, and brings diverse people together to celebrate, 
inspire, and be inspired.  The goal is to create an interesting space where people feel comfortable and 
want to be, and are more likely to meet their neighbors. You create a place by paying attention to 
people and their values and their needs.  
 
Successful placemaking is: 

Community-driven 
Visionary 
Function before form 
Adaptable 

Inclusive 
Focused on creating destinations 
Flexible 
Culturally aware 
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Ever changing 
Trans-disciplinary 
Context-led 
Transformative 

Inspiring 
Collaborative 
Sociable 

 
Due to the existing neighborhood conditions and the expressed desires of the area residents and 
business and property owners, local planners are interested in applying the principles of successful 
“placemaking” to guide the plan implementation efforts for Broad Street SW.   
 
 
Study Area Overview 
 
  

 
Broad Street SW Corridor Study Area 
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A Study Area map is also located in Appendix A. 
 
This 4-block stretch of Broad Street SW from Garnett Street to Upper Alabama Street links two MARTA 
rail stations in the heart of Downtown- Garnett and Five Points stations. Despite the superb central 
location, this area could be described as a “hole in the center of the doughnut”. The urban planning 
challenges are extensive –disengaged ownership of empty parking lots and abandoned buildings; lack of 
pedestrian safety, homelessness and crime.  Yet the same area was once the heart of Downtown and is 
surrounded by scores of major destinations of Atlanta’s past, present and future: 

• At one end is the busiest MARTA station in the heavy-rail system – Five Points- which is the hub 
of the system where the North-South and East-West lines cross.  

• At the other end is the Garnett Street MARTA Station, the first station on the South Line. One 
city planning document describes the Garnett Street station area this way: “At 123 acres Garnett 
station has the largest potential redevelopment area of any urban type station… Nearly 87 
percent of MARTA’s patrons walk to Garnett Station in spite of broken, impassable, and missing 
sidewalks around the station.” 

• Notable buildings immediately abutting Broad Street SW are: 

o The Sam Nunn Federal Center Annex Building (located in the historic Rich’s Department 
Store building) 

o The Kessler Loft building (7-story, 50 unit condominium loft conversion completed in 
1998) 

o 236 Forsyth Street and site of the Workshop (a 1913 60,000 s.f. multi-tenant loft office 
building) 

• The Georgia State Capitol with its gold dome and stoic rows of marble office buildings sits 4 
blocks away.  

• Atlanta’s City Hall, and the Fulton County Administration Building are 3 blocks away.  

• There is the struggling Underground Atlanta entertainment center – just 1 block away.  

• The newest transportation infrastructure in town – the Atlanta Streetcar - is being built just 3 
blocks away and will transport visitors between historic Auburn Avenue and Centennial Olympic 
Park. 

•  A bold new proposed Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal linking MARTA and future commuter rail 
trains has yet to be started, but would be just 1 block from the Broad Street SW corridor.  

• A brand new, $1.2 billion Atlanta Falcons Stadium is under construction only 5 blocks away. 

• A short walk takes you to Castleberry Hill, a very active, diverse intown neighborhood and loft 
community that reminds you that the creative class can thrive in the heart of downtown Atlanta. 

There are also detractions nearby that have a disproportionate impact on the perception of this area: 

• The Atlanta Pretrial Detention Center is 1 block away; 

• The Gateway Center – the largest single support center for homeless Atlantans – is 2 blocks 
from Garnett Station.  
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• The Greyhound Bus Station operates out of a long-term, temporary trailer-type of structure 
adjacent to the Broad Street SW corridor. 

 
The Broad Street SW corridor is located within the South Central Business District of Downtown Atlanta.  
Atlanta’s current South Central Business District is the original crossroads and historic center of Atlanta. 
It is the site of Atlanta’s birth in 1837 when a surveyor marked the terminus of a new railroad.  It later 
became the first commercial district in a thriving and rapidly growing city. Today, the South CBD is fairly 
well contained, but also disconnected from surrounding neighborhoods by significant transportation 
infrastructure: 

• To the North – the east-west rail lines that were the origin of the city and are now crossed by 
streets on viaducts and are partially covered by decked development 

• To the West – the north-south rail lines that are similarly bridged, but with less decked 
development including specifically, the “railroad gulch” where the rail lines converge in a 
triangle of underutilized parking lots 

• To the East – Interstate 75/85 (the “Downtown Connector”) a 12-lane north-south federal 
interstate 

• To the South – Interstate 20, a 10-lane east-west federal interstate including its large 
interchange with I-75/85 

 
The South CBD can also be described as a “hole in the doughnut” due to its adjacency to a number of 
notable destinations institutions: 

• To the North – the mixed-use Fairlie-Poplar Historic District and the urban campus of Georgia 
State University  

• To the West – Atlanta’s special event and convention district including the Georgia World 
Congress Center, the Georgia Dome, Philips Arena, CNN Center and Centennial Olympic Park, as 
well as the Castleberry Hill Historic District of revitalized loft housing lead by artists and still 
characterized by its concentration of art galleries and organizations  

• To the East – stabilizing neighborhoods of historic single-family residences and new, mixed-
income medium density housing generated by wide-reaching HOPE IV redevelopment initiatives  

 
The South CBD neighborhood – and specifically the Broad Street SW corridor - is best characterized by 
its remaining historic building stock and context as the original commercial district of the city; however, 
decades of redevelopment has also led to the presence of large modern institutional offices complexes 
that are home to every level of government – federal, state, county and city.  This concentration of 
government offices was based on both the historic locations of the seats of government, but was also a 
result of the area losing its prestige as a corporate business and retail location as Atlanta’s population 
and wealth moved ever outward and specifically northward in Downtown.  As businesses and merchants 
moved away government acquired land and expanded.  The demolition of purported obsolete and 
deteriorating historic structures has also led to the presence of many surface parking lots.    
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Broad Street SW Historic Resources  
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View west on Mitchell Street 

 
View north on Broad Street SW 
 

 
View south, Broad St SW at Garnett MARTA 
 

 
View north on Forsyth Street SW 
 

 
View north, Broad St SW in foreground 
 

 
View south of Garnett MARTA station 
 

 
View south of 236 Forsyth Street SW 
 

 
View east of Garnett MARTA station 
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Study Area History 
After exposure to fire during the Civil War, much of Atlanta struggled to rebuild. However there is a new 
sense of growth as many freed slaves are moving to the city to look for opportunity, thereby doubling 
the city’s size. This is coupled with the fact that Atlanta is a bustling rail center. Our specific site is in 
close proximity to Union Station, the central arrival point for people and goods alike. Additionally 
Atlanta has just become the new capital of the state, so while coming out of a period of great 
destruction, there is a sense of optimism about the urban growth. 
 
Portions of what is now Broad Street were originally named Market Street; the city’s first market was 
located where the Five Points MARTA station is now (and Bridge Row was the first bridge to cross the 
city’s railroad tracks). The name was changed to Broad Street in 1865 when the street was extended 
northward to Peachtree and southward to Mitchell Street (Broad Street did not extend south of Mitchell 
until the late 1930s.).  While most of the city’s streets at that time were no wider than 50 feet and 
Peachtree was only 60 feet wide, Broad Street was 75 feet wide with 12-foot sidewalks. 
 
During the early half of the 20th century, Atlanta is still growing as a rail center, mainly centralized 
around the same Union Station point. Coming out of the reconstruction era, it has overcome much of 
the economic instability the South was facing after the Civil War. However racial tensions exists, and 
neighborhoods are segregated, largely driven by the mills in which the people work. Our particular site 
develops as a central hotel and shopping district, with stores like Rich’s and Dougherty’s. Multiple hotels 
are built on Mitchel Street, dubbing the area “Hotel Row” 
 
By the 1920s and 1930s, Atlanta begins to see urban change that is tied to the advent and utilization of 
the automobile. People are able to move farther out of the city, while still be able to commute in for 
work. This will lead to a lot of negative affects that Atlanta still deals with today. Neighborhoods are still 
largely segregated, but it is easier for the affluent to move away from the railroad driven economy at 
the city center. This is when we see our site begin to peak, but shortly after it will begin to deteriorate 
and stagnate, hotels will move out of this area and up along Peachtree Street in midtown. And 
residences will start to move away. 
 
By the early 1960s, Atlanta is in the middle of the Civil Rights movement and is slowing beginning the 
process of desegregation. Equally this is a time when cars are the main means of moving through the 
city. The interstate has been developed in Atlanta, which will develop south of Memorial on our site. In 
the near future Hunter Street will also be renamed for Martin Luther King Jr. due to his role in the Civil 
rights movement and his relationship with Atlanta. Maynard Jackson will become elected in 1974, the 
first black mayor of Atlanta, and with him will come the introduction of MARTA, Atlanta’s mass transit 
authority. 
 
The construction of the MARTA rail system significantly impacted Broad Street.  With its location directly 
on top of Broad Street, the MARTA Five Points rail station bisected the street and disconnected the 
historically busy commercial street.  The construction of the MARTA rail system at this location also 
resulted in the demolition of historic structures in the vicinity of the Five Points station location and 
along Broad Street SW to accommodate the construction of the underground rail line. 
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Appendix B includes a series of drawings illustrated the historic land utilization in the study area 
between 1886 and 1960. 
 
The following maps are intended to illustrate the changes lot size, lot division, building size, and 
program type over time period from 1886 to 1932. The base maps are gathered from multiple sheets 
from the collection of Sanborn maps of the city of Atlanta. 
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Previous Planning 
The neighborhood surrounding the Broad Street SW corridor has been the subject of many 
redevelopment and revitalization plans. Links to the most prominent plans can be found below and in 
Appendix G.   Three recent and significant efforts are highlighted here.  
 
Imagine Downtown 
http://www.atlantadowntown.com/initiatives/imagine-downtown/the-plan 
 
The most recent and comprehensive effort was the Imagine Downtown plan.  Adopted in 2004 and 
updated in 2009, it is a vision plan to guide future public and private investment in the heart of Atlanta.  
The Imagine Downtown is adopted by reference into the City of Atlanta’s Comprehensive Development 
Plan.  While a Downtown-wide plan, the Imagine Downtown plan process was conducted and the final 
plan developed through a series of small area plans that were integrated into one vision.  The South CBD 
was a core focus area of the effort.  The Imagine Downtown plan focuses heavily on the nexus of land 
use and transportation planning.  Its recommendations relate to specific redevelopment opportunities, 
as well as transportation infrastructure needs.  The core content and recommendations of the Imagine 
Downtown plan for the South CBD focus area can be summarized as follows: 
 
Existing Conditions  
The research and input process lead to the belief that the South CBD benefited from a strong 
transportation infrastructure, as well as a pleasant walking environment created by a small block 
structure.  Additionally the area includes many vacant parcels that will allow greater creativity for re-
development and close proximity to Georgia State University and Atlanta University Center.  However, it 
will also be necessary to overcome several barriers that have plagued the district including a lack of a 
residential base; existing marginal and undesirable land uses; physical and visual barriers created by 
interstates, railroad lines, and MARTA stations; and a majority of the land being owned by government 
entities. 
 
The Vision 
The South Central Business District (CBD), currently dominated by federal, state and local government 
centers, is poised to capitalize on opportunities to increase the housing options in the area. The future 
will see existing historic structures converted for residential uses and new predominantly residential 
mixed-use projects filling currently vacant land surrounding the Garnett Street MARTA rail station. The 
existing walkable, small block structures and remnants of the original commercial buildings of the city 
will support the infill of commercial buildings to house small offices and retail shops to serve workers 
and residents alike. The public spaces – parks and plazas – will be enhanced and connected to provide 
physical and visual connections to prominent civic structures. The new residential population will 
support a 24-hour active environment and utilize the transit infrastructure already available to this area. 
 
Overall the goals for the district can be described as: 

• Promote residential and mixed-use developments 
• Provide physical and visual connections wherever possible 
• Use existing small block structure, or create smaller block structure within developments by 

reconnecting and creating streets 
• Focus development on and near MARTA stations, including a residential component 
• Enclose future parking facilities within a development and not along the street. 

 

http://www.atlantadowntown.com/initiatives/imagine-downtown/the-plan
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Specific to the Broad Street SW Corridor, the Imagine Downtown cited the following specific 
recommendations: 
 
Five Points MARTA Station Area 

1. Reconfigure canopy structure for more light and visual continuity. 
2. Extend Wall Street and reconnect Broad Street through station block and subdivide new blocks 

for high density redevelopment. 
3. Create pedestrian concourse from Underground to Multimodal Passenger Terminal and open 

Upper Alabama Street to auto traffic – coordinate with reconstruction of Peachtree Street 
viaduct. 

4. Add more housing – particularly student housing. 
 
Garnett MARTA Station Area 

5. Continue Broad Street through to Garnett Station. 
6. Infill with predominately housing, with commercial at intersections and freeway oriented. 
7. Encourage Norfolk Southern and Bank of America buildings to convert to residential. 
8. Consider consolidation of bail bonds shops 
9. Improve the Nelson Street viaduct as a direct pedestrian connection to Castleberry Hill 
10. Convert Spring Street to two-way to foster connections to Centennial Olympic Park 
11. Mitchell Street streetscape 

 
The “Big Ideas” noted in the plan include: 

- Prioritize a new set of transportation network improvements & public space enhancements 
- Need to focus on districts where less development activity has occurred 
- Rethink Downtown’s relationship to adjacent neighborhoods 
- Priorities that apply to study area: 

o Focus infill development at Garnett St. MARTA station 
o Encourage conversion of 222 Mitchell St. and Norfolk Southern buildings 
o Improve Nelson St. viaduct as a direct connection to Castleberry Hill 
o Convert Spring St. to 2-way operation 

 
Downtown Development Technical Advisory Group 
A more recent effort that wrapped-up in late 2013 – the Downtown Development Technical Advisory 
Group - has set the stage for the priority planning issues to be addressed in the South CBD during a new 
Downtown plan that is slated to begin in late 2014.   Envisioned by Councilman H. Lamar Willis and 
legislated by Atlanta City Council, the Downtown Development Technical Advisory Group (DDTAG) 
endeavored to identify recommendations to ensure the successful revitalization of Downtown Atlanta, 
specifically the area south of Five Points, in the context of planned investments in nearby large projects.  
The group of 26 citizens, residents, institutional representatives and City Councilmembers delivered 
their recommendations to the Mayor.  Work is underway now to act on those recommendations. 
 
The DDTAG developed the following VISION to guide their recommendations: Built on its historic 
character and existing assets, Downtown South will be Atlanta’s most authentic and iconic downtown 
district – vibrant, connected and revitalized with more places to live, play, shop, learn and work. 
 
Downtown South’s MISSION is to  

• Continuously attract and retain private capital 
• Be driven by strong civic leadership and creative community cooperation 
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• Connect to its neighbors in all directions with effective transit and walkable and bikeable streets 
• Leverage strategic investments at Turner Field, Underground Atlanta, the Multimodal Passenger 

Terminal and the new Falcons stadium to ensure the area’s vitality 365 days a year 
• Support Downtown’s position as the physical and symbolic center of the city and region for 

culture, commerce and governance. 
 
Four “Big Ideas” resulted from the effort 

• Form a DOWNTOWN SOUTH IMPLEMENTATION TASK FORCE to further DDTAG work. 
• Seek to enforce laws and deploy operational resources to ensure a high QUALITY OF LIFE 
• Reposition UNDERGROUND ATLANTA as a neighborhood asset  
• Transform the appearance and user experience of the MARTA FIVE POINTS STATION 

 
The Green Line Plan and the Georgia Multimodal Passenger Terminal Feasibility Study 
http://www.atlantadowntown.com/initiatives/green-line-plan 
 
In 2008, this small-area, focused redevelopment plan developed an ambitious new vision for the East-
West corridor of Downtown stretching from the state Capitol area to Philips Arena. Dominated by a 
linear park ringed by pedestrian-friendly development and hallmarked by increased multimodal 
connectivity, the plan provides a dynamic look at the future. The Green Line recommendations include: 

• A new Multimodal Passenger Terminal in conjunction with the Five Points MARTA station 
• Transforming the Five Points MARTA station into an integrated and activated open space plaza 
• The extension of Alabama Street and Wall Street and a new West Spring Street, all at viaduct 

level to subdivide and reconnect the railroad gulch 
• Capping the railroad gulch to introduce open space and air-rights development sites above with 

transit and parking underneath 
• New entrances to and expanded retail and entertainment uses at Underground Atlanta 
• A revitalized former World of Coke site with attraction and hospitality uses 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Green Line illustrative development plan 

http://www.atlantadowntown.com/initiatives/green-line-plan
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The Green Line vision formed the basis of a vision for a Georgia Department of Transportation led and 
funded Feasibility Study for the Multimodal Passenger Terminal. 
http://www.dot.ga.gov/doingbusiness/p3/projects/mmpt/Pages/default.aspx 
 
This two-year feasibility effort was conducted through GDOT’s public-private partnership initiative.  This 
pre-development work was performed by a consultant team led by a joint-venture of three private 
development firms – Forest City Enterprises, Cousins Properties and the Integral Group.  The feasibility 
effort resulted in a report that detailed all aspects regarding the construction of a multimodal passenger 
terminal in the railroad gulch in Downtown Atlanta including conceptual architectural design, 
transportation network recommendations, land acquisition needs, project costs, adjacent commercial 
development opportunities and funding strategies. 
 
GDOT continues to work on the required Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed 
terminal.  The EIS is scheduled to be finalized in 2015. During the time leading up to the approval of the 
environmental document, GDOT and its partners will continue to work together to determine 
development options for the proposed MMPT. 
 
Connect Atlanta Plan 
http://www.atlantaga.gov/index.aspx?page=828 
 
The Connect Atlanta Plan is the City of Atlanta’s official comprehensive transportation plan that guides 
the city’s investment in transportation infrastructure.  Adopted in 2008, the plan includes a multimodal 
approach to improving connectivity and access within the City of Atlanta.  Generally the specific plan 
recommendation s for Downtown Atlanta and the Broad Street SW study area are consistent with the 
recommendations identified in the Imagine Downtown plan. 
 
Eastside and Westside TAD Redevelopment Plan 
http://www.investatlanta.com/builders-developers/tax-allocation-districts/eastside/ 
http://www.investatlanta.com/builders-developers/tax-allocation-districts/westside-tad/ 
 
The entire Broad Street SW study area is located within a tax increment financing district.  Two districts 
intersect in the middle of the study area   - the Eastside and the Westside Tax Allocation Districts (TADs.)  
The TADs are managed by Invest Atlanta, the City of Atlanta’s Development Authority.   Both districts 
are mature districts that have seen multiple bond issuances to provide gap financing to private 
redevelopment projects and to invest in catalytic public infrastructure projects.  The two plans that 
provide the basis for the districts focus on ensuring that the City of Atlanta maintains its historical 
position as the commercial center of the metro region. Specifically, the TADs provide incentives for new 
Downtown housing to attract the critical mass of permanent residents needed to make Downtown a 
vibrant 24-hour activity center. 
 
Heart of Atlanta 
http://www.atlantadowntown.com/_files/docs/heart-of-atlanta.pdf 
 
Bid Idea:  Document from the late 1970’s that addresses the future of downtown’s CBD.  It provides an 
overview of the CBD, forecasts trends for future growth and improvement, and identifies prospective 
opportunities for development/redevelopment in the area. 
 
 

http://www.dot.ga.gov/doingbusiness/p3/projects/mmpt/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.atlantaga.gov/index.aspx?page=828
http://www.investatlanta.com/builders-developers/tax-allocation-districts/eastside/
http://www.investatlanta.com/builders-developers/tax-allocation-districts/westside-tad/
http://www.atlantadowntown.com/_files/docs/heart-of-atlanta.pdf
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Government Walk 
http://atlantadowntown.com/_files/docs/government-walk.pdf 
Big Idea:  This plan from the 1980s outlines a plan to promote investment in the South CBD, mainly 
through street improvements, streetscape amenities, establishing linkages between key buildings in the 
area, and renovation of government buildings. 
 
  

http://atlantadowntown.com/_files/docs/government-walk.pdf
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Current Initiatives 
 
Over the past few years, the Broad Street SW study area has seen a number of deliberate, coordinated 
efforts intended to revitalize the area and pump life into empty buildings and lots.  At the same time, 
grassroots-initiated and seemingly independent and incremental investments have buoyed these 
intentional efforts and led to a nascent level of momentum not seen in the area for quite some time. 
 
City of Atlanta Office of Cultural Affairs – Elevate 
http://www.ocaatlanta.com/?post_type=programs&p=5213 
 
Initially launched in 2011 Elevate is a visual and performance art exhibition funded and curated by the 
City of Atlanta Office of Cultural Affairs. The first exhibition - Elevate//Art Above Underground - hosted 
15 events and 40 performances over 66 days. Artwork filled vacant properties, street corners and plazas 
to showcase artwork ranging from 13 story murals to contemporary dance, video, installation and 
poetry. Although public funding allocated through the ‘percent for art’ program was the direct source 
for the artist commissions, additional funding was provided through local Atlanta businesses and 
demonstrated community support. 
 
In 2012, the geographic focus on Elevate remained in Downtown South CBD with a specific focus on the 
Broad Street SW corridor through the South Broad Mural Projects.  A sampling of the work executed by 
renowned artists including Hense, Push, Tilt, Sever, and Born can be viewed here 
http://arrestedmotion.com/2012/10/streets-elevate-south-broad-mural-projects-atlanta/ 
 
At the end of the programs, Downtown property owners and businesses adopted the bulk of the visual 
work commissioned through Elevate. The artwork has now been incorporated into the permanent 
Downtown landscape.  The intent of the programs and commissions are to impact the Atlanta economy, 
increase the quality of life for citizens, educate the public and gain global attention for Atlanta as a 
creative and culturally engaging contemporary city. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

South Broad Street Mural Projects 

http://www.ocaatlanta.com/?post_type=programs&p=5213
http://arrestedmotion.com/2012/10/streets-elevate-south-broad-mural-projects-atlanta/
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Brighten Up Broad 
http://www.atlantadna.org/events/brighten-up-broad-street/ 
 
In the fall of 2012 and 2013, the Atlanta Downtown Neighborhood Association (ADNA) has hosted 
Brighten Up Broad, a family-friendly block party with art, entertainment, food trucks, history, games, 
and mingling with Downtown Atlanta advocates.  On a Friday night between 5:00 pm and 10:00 pm the 
pedestrian-scaled street is filled with activities and programming to attract both local residents and 
merchants, as well as visitors from near-by neighborhoods or anyone just passing through. 
 

 
 
 
Efforts to organize the event have lead ADNA leaders to forge better relationships with the individual 
building owners – many of whom are uninvolved and disinterested – to engage them in conversations 
about the future leasing and sale of their properties for more neighborhood-friendly and positive uses. 
 
The event has also lead to the incremental physical improvements of the right-of-way and adjacent 
storefronts.  Neighborhood association efforts have resulted in the repair of broken concrete and paver 
sidewalks, painting of street vending structures, the repair of street lights and the recurring clean-up of 
litter and trash.  Planned physical improvements in conjunction with Atlanta City Councilwoman Cleta 
Winslow’s Office and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District include enlarged tree well planters 
with decorative fencing and enhanced landscape/ground cover.  Many of the private-property 
storefronts have been spruced up as well.  Enhancements have ranged from simple cleaning and 
refreshed signs to re-painting and new tenants. 
 
Operation Best Foot Forward 
In May 2012, Operation Best Foot Forward was formed as a result of collaboration among property and 
business owners and residents located South of Marietta Street, along with the City of Atlanta (Mayor’s 
Office, Department of Public Works, Office of Planning and the Police Department), MARTA and Central 
Atlanta Progress and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement (CAP/ADID).  The purpose of this ad hoc 
group coming together was to join forces to mitigate the aesthetic look of the physical structures, 
streetscapes, cleanliness, perception and public safety of the area of Downtown south of Marietta 
Street to Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. on Peachtree Street, including two blocks east and west (Central 
Avenue. and Forsyth Street).  An initial needs assessment and work plan was developed to focus efforts.  
The group meets periodically to track progress. 
 
Specific areas of coordination and progress have included: 

• Installation of Operation Shield surveillance cameras at key intersections 
• Counter panhandling operations by Ambassadors and off-duty police officers 
• Adoption of new laws to address panhandling and loitering 

http://www.atlantadna.org/events/brighten-up-broad-street/
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• stronger presence and enforcement by Atlanta Police Department including  stationery posts 
and patrols in the area 

• Aggressive cleaning (trash removal, street and sidewalk cleaning, pressure washing and graffiti 
removal) 

• Inspection of building facades for code compliance deficiencies 
• Changes to the city’s public space vending program to remove vendors from Five Points 
• Drug-Free Zone implemented 
• MARTA Police developing new strategies under new General Manager guidance 

 
Private Investment and Development Activity – Recent and Planned 
 
There are a handful of recent and in-progress investments and deals within and nearby the study area 
that are worth noting given their impact on the Workshop tasks.   The projects include the following: 
 

• 82 Peachtree/115 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive – the M. Rich Building 
This 110,000 s.f. historic commercial property was acquired in 2010 by a foreign investment firm 
that is new to the Atlanta commercial market – The Creations Group.  Since their purchase, they 
have completely repositioned the building and leased the office space utilizing a small-suite; 
flexible terms leasing strategy that has attracted entrepreneurs and not-for-profits.  Two 
notable tenants include C4 and the Fuse Arts Center and the Creative Loafing, Atlanta’s free-
weekly newspaper.   The success of this “turnaround” has garnered a lot of attention within the 
commercial real estate community. Most of their attention to date has been focused on the 115 
M.L. King Jr. Drive frontage.  However, ownership has made application for a façade 
improvement grant and is finalizing plans to completely restore the 82 Peachtree façade. 

 
• C4 and Fuse Arts Center 

C4 is an organization focused on arts entrepreneurship that strives to ensure that Atlanta artists 
earn a living making art. C4 Atlanta connects arts entrepreneurs to the people, skills and tools 
they need to build a successful artistic career in metro Atlanta.  As a key early tenant at 115 
MLK, their Fuse Arts Center is Atlanta’s center for arts entrepreneurship and has become a 
catalyst for arts-based activities, programming and special events.  They have brought a new, 
different and important ‘taste-maker’ clientele and audience to the South CBD. 

 
• EyeDrum 

Established in 1998, Eyedrum is a non-profit organization developing an interdisciplinary 
approach to the arts by incorporating a wide range of contemporary art, music and new media 
in its gallery space.  Eyedrum has been operating out of the M. Rich Building for the past year 
and has brought an impressive calendar and events to the South CBD.  They are so excited about 
their new location in Downtown and the opportunities that is has afforded them that they have 
recently secured an advantageous lease for their own free-standing building at 80 Forsyth Street 
SW.  The organization will occupy and begin activating the 10,000 s.f. commercial storefront 
space in late 2014. 
 

• Mammal Gallery  
This new art gallery and performance space located at 91 Broad Street SW has made an 
investment in the transformation of the Broad Street corridor that is already paying dividends.  
Their hip and unique point of view has attracted new and growing audiences to their location. 
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• Gallman Development Group Redevelopment Plan 

Bruce Gallman is no stranger to redevelopment and revitalization of transitional neighborhoods 
in Downtown Atlanta.  He has had a long career advancing transformative adaptive re-use and 
new construction projects in the nearby Castleberry Hill neighborhood.   More recently he has 
turned his sites to a 20-acre site assemblage immediately adjacent to the 236 Forsyth Street SW 
building.   Master planning work is underway for the buildings and sites within the assemblage 
which is generally bound by Forsyth Street SW to the east, Memorial Drive to south, Spring 
Street to the west and Nelson Street to the north. 
 

• Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) Master Plan 
GMA is a non-profit organization that represents municipal governments and provides 
legislative advocacy, educational, employee benefit and technical consulting services to its 
members.  GMA is currently housed in a 30,000 s.f. facility at 201 Pryor Street SW, but due to 
organizational growth needs additional space.  They value their central Atlanta location and 
proximity to the State Capitol.  Therefore, they have begun to acquire properties (buildings and 
lots) adjacent to their current location and are pursuing a plan to redevelop the assemblage to 
best suit their needs.  They could build another 90,000 s.f. of space as well as additional parking.  
No specific timetable has been set, but GMA leadership is actively pursuing the project. 
 

• 110 Mitchell Street (Capitol Center)  
This 6-story, 72,000 s.f. currently vacant former state office building is under contract to a new 
owner and is anticipated to be redeveloped as a hotel within the next two years.  
 

• 222 Mitchell Street 
This approximately 400,000 s.f. vacant office building sits on a 2-acre city block and has been a 
hot development prospect for several years.  Most interested developers and investors have 
focused on the adaptive re-use of the property for rental apartments (+/- 230 units) and ground 
floor retail uses (+/- 20,000 s.f.) Thanks to the recovery of the real estate market, favorable 
market conditions for rental housing construction and the recent interest in the South CBD, the 
property is under contract and has received interest from multiple developers.  

 
• Greyhound Bus Station 

The current Greyhound bus station was relocated to this location in 1995 and was expected to 
be a temporary location.  The current facility is woefully inadequate and not conducive to 
Greyhound’s operations, particularly given the size and scale of the current operation which 
cannot grow given the existing circumstances.  In the past, Greyhound has explored permanent 
development scenarios of their current and adjacent sites.  They have completed concept 
designs for a permanent terminal building with 14 bus bays on a site immediately to the west of 
the Garnett Street MARTA rail station.  However, lack of private funding and public financing 
interest has stalled the conversation.  Greyhound has also explored locations for a new station 
outside of Downtown Atlanta.  At this time, no specific plans exist for relocation.   
 

 
Appendix C contains a map that puts these investments and the projects described earlier in context 
within their Downtown location. 
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Implementation Barriers  
 
Despite this recent activity, many of the recommendations and ‘Big Ideas’ identified in planning and 
visioning processes have failed to be realized, or even to have begun to be addressed.  The Broad Street 
SW corridor and the South CBD in general has not attracted its fair share of private investment while 
other areas of the city and Downtown specifically, have thrived in comparison.  A critical evaluation for 
the root causes of this ‘failure to launch’ reveals a few recurring themes listed in no particular order: 
 

• Lack of Political Will 
Despite good intentions and dedication to planning exercises, the appropriate political 
leadership, commitments and direct responsibility have not be generated to prioritize this area 
for the attention and effort that will be necessary to foster sustainable change. 

 
• Competition among Neighborhoods and Submarkets 

Particularly during the last few years during the recent real estate recession, Atlanta’s real 
estate market has not been vibrant and robust enough to generate activity and investment in 
every nook and cranny of the city that has potential for redevelopment.  The precious resources 
– both public and private – that been allocated to new development and infrastructure are 
coveted by neighborhoods far and wide throughout the city. 

 
• Lack of Private Capital Interest 

Despite the preponderance of government-owned assets in the study area – in fact, likely quite 
the opposite, because of it – significant change will not come to the Broad Street SW corridor 
without investment of private capital.   There are not enough government resources to 
independently support the desired investment in public infrastructure and private land and 
buildings.  However, the traditional sources of private capital that finance real estate 
development (commercial banks, REITs, private equity, etc.) have not been interested in or 
attracted to projects in the South CBD. 

 
• Negative Perceptions  

Compounded on top of the several challenging, undesirable land uses (bus stations, jails, parking 
lots and government buildings) the area is stigmatized by a lack of a “there there” and a critical 
mass of sustained positive messages and activities that can change the public’s perception about 
the future prospects of the area.   
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Land Use Context 
 
See Appendix D for a complete Land Use and Zoning maps.  In summary,  
 

• The South CBD is dominated by the presence of institutional and specifically government land 
uses; however, the Broad Street SW study area is predominately vacant land currently used as 
parking lots.   

 
• Five Points Station: Abuzz with commuters and pedestrians, arguable the most vibrant area of 

the South CBD and is well supported by surrounding office uses, Underground Atlanta and 
storefront retail along Peachtree Street SW 

 
• The State Capitol, City Hall, and the Fulton County Government Center and Court House to the 

east contribute to the strong institutional and office character of the area.  The presence of the 
historic Churches in this area also reinforce the undying institutional base of the South CBD 

 
• Castleberry Hill (west) and Capitol Gateway (east) on the edges of the South CBD provide an 

impetus for new development that could create strong community links among the adjacent 
areas 

 
Transportation Context  
 
The Broad Street SW corridor and the blocks surrounding it are well served by many modes of 
transportation.  This summary is organized by type of mode. 
 
Pedestrian 
Sidewalks are present throughout the entire study area, but vary in width and condition.  Generally the 
sidewalks are a minimum of 5’-0” wide with a handful of locations that are narrower and some locations 
that are much wider – specifically Broad Street itself.  The conditions of the sidewalks vary by location. 
Where conditions are subpar it is typically due to damage caused by vehicles or underground utility pull 
boxes and repairs.  The ADA-accessibility of the sidewalks is generally good, but curb ramp repairs and 
reconstructions are needed in some locations.   Pedestrian amenities such as street trees, benches and 
wayfinding signage are generally lacking except for a handful of locations.  
 
Transit 
Due to the Broad Street SW’s location between the Five Points and Garnett MARTA rail stations, the 
study area has terrific access to rail transit.  See Appendices G and H for detailed station area profiles for 
both MARTA stations.  Due to Broad Street’s relationship to the two stations – on the southern end, 
Broad Street SW becomes the entry plaza to the Garnett station and on the northern end, Broad Street 
SW is actually a Federal Transit Administration designated transit facility and is restricted to transit-
related vehicles. 
 
Due to the rail station proximity and MARTA’s hub bus network, the study area is also well-served by 
local bus routes.  See the following map for details.  The Five Points rail station is also a pick-up and 
drop-off location for regional express service provided by MARTA’s regional transit partners including 
the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority, Cobb Community Transit and Gwinnett County Transit. 
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Cycling 
Generally the streets within the study area are cycle-friendly given the relatively low volumes and low 
speeds.  However, there are no dedicated cycling facilities within the area.  Core cycling routes as 
defined by the City of Atlanta’s Cycle Atlanta Plan are as follows: 
 
Street Direction Facility Type Status 
Mitchell Street East-West Bike lane Planned 
Peachtree Street North-South Bike lane and 

shared street 
Planned 

Memorial Drive East-West Protected cycle 
track 

Planned 

 
Vehicular 
The existing street network in the study area provides a traditional small-block, grid network that 
provides good east-west and north-south connections.  Unlike the immediately surrounding area, the 
study area does not contain one-way streets, but their nearby proximity can contribute to constrained 

 
Rail and Bus Transit Map 
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access to the study area from other locations.  See the following map for details about the street 
hierarchy in the area and neighboring connections. 
  
 
  

 
 
Transportation – Street Hierarchy 
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Parking 
As previously discussed, the study area is home to a large number of public, paid parking lots.  During 
workday hours the lots are generally well utilized because they provide a nearby, low-cost option for 
office worker who commute to the area.   See the following map for more detail about the parking 
inventory in the area. 
  

 
Parking Inventory 
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Economic Climate Context 
 
The following data was recently collected to describe elements of the real estate market for the general 
area of the Broad Street SW study area. 
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Quality of Life  
 
Efforts to implement the current plans for the redevelopment and revitalization of Broad Street SW 
Corridor and the broader South CBD have been stymied by pervasive, persistent and concentrated 
neighborhood challenges related to homelessness, vagrancy and crime – collectively referred to “quality 
of life” issues.  Despite the conditions detailed in this summary that make the corridor conducive to 
private commercial and residential investment – e.g. transit access, access to jobs, historic character, 
improving market conditions – significant progress is tempered by the day-to-day experiences of current 
residents, workers and property owners who confront the issues; as well as the perceptions that 
generated and persist that the area is dangerous, unappealing and not a good investment. 
 
A current collaboration between residents, property owners and merchants along with the City of 
Atlanta (Mayor’s Office, Department of Public Works, and the Police Department), MARTA, Central 
Atlanta Progress and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement (CAP/ADID) are redoubling efforts to focus on 
law enforcement to demand accountability, exemplary performance and measurable results in the 
following areas: 

1. Reducing loitering 
2. Eliminating and re-directing parking lot and sidewalk feeding 
3. Increased building and zoning code enforcement and compliance, - in particular, related to the 

physical condition and operation of surface parking lots 
4. Improving sidewalk and public space cleanliness and appearance 
5. Managing and assisting homeless and mentally ill individuals  
6. Targeted enforcement details (notably drug-related) 
7. Interagency collaboration 

 
While some of the challenges associated with overcoming public safety issues relate to the actual 
occurrence of crime, the much more vexing challenges relate to the often overblown and long-held, 
deeply entrenched perceptions that crime is rampant within Downtown and specifically so, within the 
South CBD.  The reality is actually much different as evidenced by the following: 

• For over 5 years, Downtown Atlanta continues to be one of the safest places in the City of 
Atlanta according to Atlanta Police Department zone and beat crime statistics. 

• While comprising almost half of the city's daytime population - and not including the ever 
changing convention and special event populations - Downtown only represents 7% of the city’s 
total crime.  

• Most of the crime in Downtown is larceny-related (76%), with 42% of it involving larceny from 
auto, where most often high-value items were left in plain view. Most of the victims of this 
offense are from out of town and are unaware of our Clean Car Campaign. 

• The crime rate in Downtown has remained almost flat from this timeframe last year (2013), with 
the exception of the significant reduction of robberies. This is following the previous year (2012) 
that experienced a 10% reduction - preceded by a several years of significant reductions -  
yielding more than a 25% reduction in crime over the last 4 years.  

• Almost 95% of crime in Downtown is nonviolent, with very little stranger-on-stranger crime.  
Our challenges continue to be with "nuisance" crimes, which are prevalent in most urban 
centers.   
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Land Owners and Stakeholders 
 
According to current Fulton County Tax Assessor data the Broad Street SW study area is home to 311 
unique property owners.   As detailed earlier, the  predominate land owners within the Broad Street SW 
study area are governmental and institutional; however there is also a broad range of commercial and 
residential owners present as well. 
 
The governmental owners include: 

• The City of Atlanta  
• Atlanta Public Schools  
• Fulton County 
• State of Georgia including the Georgia Building Authority 
• Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) 
• U.S.A. including the U.S. General Services Administration 

 
Among the 90 unique commercial property owners who own 166 properties within the study area, the 
major/larger private land owners include the following: 

• Capitol City Bank and Trust 
• Creations Group 
• Gallman Development Group, LLC 
• Greyhound 
• Habif Properties 
• Highwoods Properties  
• LAZ Parking 
• McCall Railroad LLC 
• Strauss Properties 
• Zakas, Lou and Family 

There is a long list of individuals and small corporations and businesses that also own smaller buildings 
are parcels that are too numerous to detail here.  There is one not-for-profit owner that controls a large 
number of properties – the Georgia Municipal Association. 
 
The residential buildings in the study area include the following: 

• Gordon Lofts - 215 Mitchell Street 
• Kessler Building - 87 Peachtree Street SW 
• SoMar Lofts – 95 Forsyth Street SW 

 
Stakeholders who are active in the area, but are not land owners include the following: 
 

• Atlanta Downtown Neighborhood Association - ADNA has been active since about the time of 
the 1996 Summer Olympic Games and has steadily gained strength as more residents have 
come to Downtown. ADNA has been very active and in spring 2000 the organization became an 
officially recognized organization within the City of Atlanta neighborhood planning unit (NPU) 
process. In May 2002 ADNA sponsored the first ever Downtown Neighborhood Festival. 

 
• Atlanta Regional Commission - ARC is the regional planning and intergovernmental coordination 

agency for the 10-county area including Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, DeKalb, Douglas, Fayette, 
Fulton, Gwinnett, Henry and Rockdale counties, as well as the City of Atlanta. For over 65 years, 
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ARC and its predecessor agencies have helped to focus the region's leadership, attention and 
resources on key issues of regional consequence. ARC is dedicated to unifying the region's 
collective resources to prepare the metropolitan area for a prosperous future. It does so 
through professional planning initiatives, the provision of objective information and the 
involvement of the community in collaborative partnerships. 
 

• Central Atlanta Progress/Atlanta Downtown Improvement District -   Working side by side, CAP 
and ADID are committed to creating a thriving Downtown Atlanta community for all of its 
property owners, employees, residents, students and visitors .  Central Atlanta Progress, Inc., 
founded in 1941, is a private nonprofit community development organization providing 
leadership, programs and services to preserve and strengthen the economic vitality of 
Downtown Atlanta. With a board of directors of Downtown’s top business leaders, CAP is 
funded through the investment of businesses and institutions.  The Atlanta Downtown 
Improvement District, founded in 1995 by Central Atlanta Progress, is a public-private 
partnership that strives to create a livable environment for Downtown Atlanta. With a board of 
directors of nine private- and public-sector leaders, ADID is funded through a community 
improvement district. The District currently contains 220 blocks within an area generally 
bounded by North Avenue on the north, Memorial Drive on the south, Piedmont Avenue and 
the Downtown Connector on the east, and the Norfolk-Southern rail line on the west. 

 
• City of Atlanta Office of Planning -   As a core operating office within the  Department of 

Planning and Community Development, the Office of Planning’s mission to take a leadership role 
in creating opportunities for our City to continue to grow and sustain our diverse communities 
that define and give Atlanta its unique character.  The Department also guides the development 
of the City through effective measures of planning, design review, construction plan approval, 
code compliance, and housing assistance. 
 

• Invest Atlanta – Invest Atlanta is the official economic development authority for the City of 
Atlanta. Its purpose is to strengthen Atlanta’s economy and global competitiveness in order to 
create increased opportunity and prosperity for the people of Atlanta. Invest Atlanta is governed 
by a 9 member board of directors, chaired by the Mayor of Atlanta.  It is comprised of the Urban 
Residential Finance Authority, Downtown Development Authority and the Atlanta Economic 
Renaissance Corporation. Subsidiaries include Atlanta BeltLine, Inc.  Invest Atlanta’s programs 
and initiatives focus on developing and fostering public-private partnerships to accelerate job 
creation/economic growth, neighborhood revitalization/investment and 
innovation/entrepreneurship. Invest Atlanta’s economic tools include bond financing, revolving 
loan funds, housing financing, tax increment financing and tax credits. 
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Summary of Essential Elements of 2014 AICP Community Planning Workshop 
 
Workshop Date and Location 
 
The Workshop will take place on Saturday, April 26th, 2014. Workshop participants should meet at the 
Georgia World Congress Center, Building C, Northside Drive lobby NO LATER THAN 7:45 AM. 
 
The bus will depart from the Georgia World Congress Center promptly at 8:00 AM to travel to the 
Workshop location.   The Workshop will be held at 236 Forsyth Street SW, just west of the Garnett 
Street MARTA Station in the study area. The building is a five-story historic brick loft office building.  Use 
of the space has been generously provided by McCall Realty, LLC that owns several key properties in the 
neighborhood. Vacant office space on the second floor of the building will be outfitted for our exclusive 
use for the day. 
 
Participants 
The Workshop will involve approximately 25 urban planning professionals from around the country, as 
well as approximately 10 local stakeholders who will serve as tour guides and knowledge resources to 
the Workshop participants throughout the day. 
 
 
Schedule 
 
8:00 AM Participants load bus at the Georgia World Congress Center, Building C Lobby.  

In route to the Workshop site, the bus will tour the surroundings and context of the 
workshop planning area. Jennifer Ball will lead the guided tour on the bus.  

 
8:30 AM Arrive at 236 Forsyth Street SW for Continental Breakfast and Networking 
  (At arrival/registration, participants to be assigned to groups for breakouts) 
 
8:45 AM Briefing Presentation by Host Committee/ Resources 

Members of the AICP Workshop Committee will provide workshop participants with an 
overview of the rich history and legacy of this part of Downtown when it was a thriving 
business center in post-war Atlanta. Participants will learn about the historic nature and 
planning efforts for the area, as well as the redevelopment efforts of the area.   You will 
hear from high-spirited residents and artisans who launched a round of tactical 
urbanism in 2013 called “Brighten Up Broad Street” in an effort to recast its image from 
that of a dark and deserted place to a source of dazzling lights, blaring music, and ethnic 
food. These presentations will conclude with a brief showcase of the topics to be 
addressed in breakout group sessions throughout the day. 

James Shelby, Commissioner, Department of Planning and Community Development  for 
the City of Atlanta. Commissioner Shelby will welcome the group and speak about the 
City’s various planning efforts and goals for the area. 
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Jennifer Ball, Vice President, Planning and Economic Development, Central Atlanta 
Progress. Through her presentation participants will learn about the visionary plans of 
Central Atlanta Progress to redevelop the area into a bustling urban center with 
improved infrastructure, connected greenspace, and public-private-partnerships. 

Kyle Kessler, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Atlanta Downtown Neighborhood Association 
President and neighborhood resident.  Kyle will share his perspective on the community‘s 
efforts to spur the area’s revitalization through addressing quality of life issues, 
document the area’s rich history, partner with a variety of arts organizations. 

Bruce Gallman, CEO, Gallman Development Group. Bruce is a local real estate 
entrepreneur who will tell about his on-going efforts to purchase and revitalize several 
key blocks for a vibrant transit-oriented development. 

Heather Alhadeff AICP, President, Center Forward. Participants will learn about Place-
making strategies and Atlanta’s recent efforts. 

9:30 AM Walking Tour of Study Area  
 

Each of the three Breakout Groups will receive a specially designed tour map and make 
a separate tour. Facilitators will escort each group paying special attention to explain 
the significant features, points of interest,  and resources along the way that are most 
closely related to the topic for which each break out group will undertake special 
exercises during the day. Participants are encouraged to take photos and ask questions 
of the facilitator during the tour. 

 
10:15 AM Break 
 
10:30 AM Breakout Session One: Scoping the Problem and the Alternatives 
 

Each Breakout Group will move to assigned tables where they will identify a leader and 
scribe from among participants.  Each Breakout Group will have a Facilitator who will 
guide the breakout session exercises and keep the group focused on the workshop’s 
goal: 

 
WORKSHOP GOAL: TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC BLOCKAGES TO IMPLEMENTING THE 
COMMUNITY’S VISION AND ESTABLISH A REALISTIC SET OF “FIRST STEPS” UTILIZING 
SUCESSFUL PLACEMAKING PRINCIPLES THAT WILL SPUR COMMUNITY CONFIDENCE 
AND LEAD TO COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION IN THE STUDAY AREA. 

The topics for discussion in each Breakout Group are as follows: 

   Group #1:  Quality of Life Issues (public safety/homeless) 
   Group #2:  Pop-Up Community: Tactical Urbanism 
   Group #3:  Investments in the Public Realm: Connectivity and Aesthetics 
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Questions to guide the group’s discussion will be provided at each table. A draft version 
of these questions can be found in Appendix J.  Several resource persons from the 
community will be available to answer questions and provide more background 
information. The objectives of this session are to  
 

i. outline the scope of the problem;  
ii. point out barriers to implementation; and 

iii. suggest three or more alternative approaches for overcoming the most 
important barrier 

iv. what are best practice examples and models that Atlanta should be aware of 
and research  

 
A spokesperson for each group will prepare an oral summary of the group’s discussion.  

 
12:00 PM   Working Lunch and Group Reports 
 

Box lunches will be available for everyone.  While everyone enjoys their lunch, a 
spokesperson from each group will make a 5 minute presentation to the entire 
workshop group and encourage feedback from participants of other groups. Pay special 
attention to common themes among the Breakout Groups. 

 
1:30 PM Breakout Session Two: Meaningful Actions to Spur Community Confidence 
 

Facilitators for each Breakout Group will help the group use the feedback from the 
plenary session to refine the alternative approaches into a specific set of “first steps”. 
The group will engage stakeholders to ground-truth intended outcomes then identify a 
sequence of action steps and the agency or stakeholders who should initiate each step 
in the action plan. A spokesperson for each group will prepare a flip chart and oral 
summary to present the group’s action plan.  

 
3:00 PM Break   
 
3:15 PM Groups Report Out to Plenary 
 

A spokesperson from each group will make a 10 minute presentation to the plenary 
assembly and receive feedback from participants of other groups. Pay special attention 
to common themes among the Breakout Groups. 

 
4:15 PM Planner/Stakeholder Summary and Discussion 
 

Over beverages and hors d'oeuvres, each group facilitator will lead a discussion of key 
points, lessons learned, recommendations for follow-up, implementation models, 
responsibilities for follow through, and key elements of a Final Report that will be 
drafted by the Workshop Committee. 
 

5:00 PM Workshop Complete 
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Ground Rules 
 
All Day 
In order for the day to go smoothly and effectively, the following are ground rules for the workshop: 

• There are no observers. This is a participation exercise. Everyone is encouraged and welcome 
to join in and everyone has something to contribute. 

• There are no right or wrong answers as we think about the future of the sites. 
• Respect the opinion of others. Encourage others to participate. 
• Commit yourself to a team approach—together we can generate ideas and options. 
• Think in terms of how to make things happen. 

 
Breakout Group Work Sessions  

1. Everyone should introduce themselves, quickly. 
a. Stakeholder volunteers include your association or role in the study area, how long you 

have been active in the area, what resource you bring or role you play in the Workshop 
and what you hope to achieve by participating. 

b. AICP Participant/Planners identify where you come from, where you work, what you do 
in your profession and what you hope to achieve by participating. 
 

2. Select both a record keeper and a spokesperson: 
a. The record keeper’s job is to accurately capture and record the major points of 

discussion. The record keeper needs to be a good listener and be able to quickly record 
key points. 

b. The spokesperson’s responsibility will be to report back to the entire group of attendees 
after reconvening on the idea of each breakout group.  During report out sessions 

c. The spokespersons from the breakout groups should be ready to report when the time 
comes.  If they need some help in clearly presenting the findings of your group, please 
do help them along. 
 

3. Also, as a breakout group participant: 
• Take some time to clearly state the issue for discussion 
• If you do not understand anything presented—do ask for clarification 
• Challenge your fellow participants to think outside the box 
• Do not dominate the discussion 
• Think in terms of doable steps in recommending approaches and setting priorities 
 

4. Also, during the report out sessions: 
• Listen to the presentation 
• Contribute to the general discussion 
• Ask for clarification as needed. There are no dumb questions! 
• Be respectful of other’s perspectives 
• Try not to be repetitive but build on the discussion of others 
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Follow-up and Outcomes 
 
Following the workshop, the AICP Workshop Committee and APA staff will work to produce a final 
report that captures the project background, recommendations, phasing and implementation strategies. 
In the past, participants have used the workshop as an opportunity to organize additional work on the 
project. These efforts included: 

• Identifying a strong team of speakers to present the workshop recommendations to elected 
officials and city agencies (e.g. planning department, economic development agency). 

• Identifying a select group of planners to keep in touch with the community for follow up 
consultation and advice for implementation. 

If you have a specific interest in any of the follow-up activities, please contact a member of the 
Workshop Committee during the Workshop. 
 
AICP Certification Maintenance (CM) Credit 
 
Participants in the full 2014 AICP Community Planning Workshop are eligible for 4 CM Credits. The 
workshop fulfills the following educational objective:  Participants will gain the knowledge and 
experience, and have the tools, to organize and execute pro-bono/ Community Assistance workshops in 
their own and other communities. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A- Study Area Map 
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Appendix B – Historic Land Utilization 
 
  

 
Study Area, 1886 
 

 
Study Area, 1911 
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Study Area, 1932 

 
 
Study Area, 1960 
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Appendix C – South CBD Context Map 
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Appendix D – Land Use Map (Current and Future)  
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Appendix E – Zoning Map 
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Appendix F – Green Space Map 
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Appendix G- MARTA Station Area Profile – Five Points 
 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIVE POINTS:  An Urban Core Station 

The MARTA Transit Oriented Development Guidelines 
classify Five Points Station as an “Urban Core” station.  
The “Guidelines” present a typology of stations ranging 
from Urban Core stations, like Arts Center, to Collector 
stations - i.e., end of the line auto commuter oriented 
stations such as Indian Creek or North Springs.  This clas-
sification system reflects both a station’s location and its 
primary function.  The “Guidelines” define Urban Core 
stations as “…metropolitan-level destinations, at or near 
the center of the transportation system, where peak hour 
congestion is most challenging and where the region’s 
highest transit and pedestrian mode shares (i.e., highest 
percentage of people arriving by transit or on foot rather 
than driving) are achievable”.   

In the heart of Atlanta’s downtown, Five Points attracts 
an inbound ridership of workers, students and visitors 
heading to the downtown’s myriad office buildings, shops 
and restaurants, cultural and educational institutions, 
most notably Georgia State University and the Atlanta 
Federal Center.  In the next few years the “Multimodal 
Passenger Terminal” (MMPT) is expected to be devel-
oped on a  nearby site, bringing with it additional MARTA 
riders, downtown workers and new residents. 

30 Alabama Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA  30303 

STATION LOCATION  

   

  STATION ESSENTIALS  

 

Daily Entries: 22,821 

Parking Capacity: 0 
Parking  
Utilization: 

  
N/A 

Station Type: Subway 

Station Typology Urban Core 

Land Area +/-  2 acres 

Page 1 of 4 

 MARTA Research & Analysis 2010 

Transit  Oriented  Development 

FIVE POINTS 
STATION 

Station Area Profile 

Land Use Within 1/2 Mile 

Sources: 
MARTA GIS Analysis 2012 & Atlanta Regional  
Commission LandPro 2009.  

 Residential Demographics 1/2 Mile 

Population                     4,571 

Median Age                   31.7 

Households                 1,186 

Avg. Household Size   2.11 

Median Household Income      *$34,378 

Per Capita Income          *$21,863 

Business Demographics 1 Mile 

Businesses                               5,690 
Employees                           111,775 
%White Collar   59.1 
%Blue Collar   13.5 
%Unemployed   24.9 

Source:  Site To Do Business on-line, 2011 

* Note: The income figures  are somewhat skewed               
due to a large  amount of student housing in the  
area.  

 

Neighborhood Context 

Five Points station is a heavy rail rapid 
transit facility located in downtown Atlan-
ta, in the heart of Fulton County. Five 
Points MARTA station is the largest and 
most heavily used on the system as it 
functions as the transfer point between 
the Red and Gold (north-south) and Blue 
and Green (east-west) rail lines. Five 
Points provides rapid rail service to major 
destinations including Buckhead (16 
minutes), Midtown (4 minutes), and 
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport 
(16 minutes). Bus service from Five Points 
provides access to important destinations 
including Turner Field, Zoo Atlanta, Cyclo-
rama, Martin Luther King Center, Apex 
Museum, Georgia State University, Atlan-
ta University Center, The Georgia Aquari-
um, The World of Coca Cola, and many 
more.  

Category SPI 

Dining Out 76 

Entertainment 68 

Food 74 

Retail 65 

Shelter 74 

SPENDING POTENTIAL INDEX  

WITHIN 1/2 MILE 

Note: The Spending Potential Index shows 
the amount spent on a variety goods and 
services by households in the market area. It 
also represents the amount spent in the 
area relative to a national average of 100.  

Source: STDB on-line, 2011 



 

 

Land Use and Zoning  

Land Use 

Five Points station is located in the heart of downtown Atlanta and near many of the attractions 
that make Atlanta famous. Some of these attractions include the Peach Drop and Underground 
Atlanta. Therefore, it is no surprise that the predominant use of land within a half mile of the sta-
tion is commercial at about 65%. Institutional uses make up the next largest category at about 
28%. The major institutional uses include the Sam Nunn Federal Office Complex in the former 
Rich’s department store. The Sam Nunn Complex is one of the largest federal complexes outside 
of Washington D.C. Another significant institutional use near Five Points is Georgia State Universi-
ty. With over 31,000 students, Georgia State University occupies a good portion of the land near 
Five Points Station. For more detail, please refer to the land use map on page 4. 

Zoning 

Zoning is one of the key elements needed in TOD development. Five Points station is located in 
Sub-Area 1 of Special Public Interest District 1 (SPI-1). This district was enacted in 2007 to give 
greater clarity and protection for the unique character and forms that are found in the downtown. 
Moreover, the district is to provide for a more amenable pedestrian atmosphere by encouraging 
easier pedestrian access to residential, retail, office, and other merchant offerings.  Development 
near MARTA property in this district would require that a Special Administrative Permit be filed 
with the City of Atlanta.  

The SPI-1 Sub Area 1 district is compatible with the design guidelines contained in MARTA’s re-
cently adopted “TOD Guidelines”. The district allows for TOD friendly densities. The maximum 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) allowed in this district is 35. The district’s intent and density provisions are 
compatible with the development guidelines contained in MARTA’s recently adopted “TOD Guide-
lines”.  

 

Urban Core Typology Design Elements 

Below are some of the  design themes of the urban core typology.  Urban core stations are located 
in the most intensely developed nodes in the MARTA network. High-rise construction is common 
and appropriate, although mid-rise buildings are common as well, and mixed uses are combined 
vertically as well as horizontally. Urban core stations have a built-in TOD advantage in that they 
are at or near the center of the system and process a high volume of people. For more infor-
mation on MARTA’s TOD guidelines, please refer to our website at http://www.itsmarta.com/TOD
-real-estate.aspx. 

Land Use Mix and Scale 

 Office, Institutional, hotels, retail, and restaurants 

 Mid to high rise buildings. 

 Multi-Family development 

Public Realm 

 Station is part of the core pedestrian network 

 Stations usually grade separated and closely spaced for 
walking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Five Points Station                      Page 2 of 4  Five Points  Station                
Aerial View 

Transit  Stations are the focal 
point of successful TOD’s  

Note: Walk Score measures how easy it is to 
live a car-lite lifestyle, not how pretty the 
area is for walking. Walk Score uses a patent
-pending system to measure the walkability 
of an address. The Walk Score algorithm 
awards points based on the distance to 
amenities in each category. Amenities with-
in .25 miles receive maximum points being 
100 and no points are awarded for ameni-
ties further than one mile.  

 

90–100 Walker's Paradise — Daily errands 
do not require a car.  

70–89 Very Walkable — Most errands can 
be accomplished on foot.  

50–69 Somewhat Walkable — Some ameni-
ties within walking distance.  

25–49 Car-Dependent — A few amenities 
within walking distance. 

 0–24 Car-Dependent — Almost all errands 
require a car 

 

Source: Walkscore.com 2012 

Walk Score 

92 

 

Urban Core  Density   

Ranges 

Floor Area Ratio          8.0-30.0 

 

Residential Unit 
Per Acre                            75 + 
 
Height In Floors             8-40 
 

Source: MARTA TOD Guidelines  
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Five Points  Station Development Opportunity 

Generally MARTA makes land it owns around its stations (called “Joint Development” lands) availa-
ble through a Request for Proposals (RFP) or Request for Qualifications (RFQ) process.  Developers 
who are interested in developing at MARTA stations will need to go through a competitive RFP/
RFQ process prior to contract award. All interested parties should periodically check the 
www.itsmarta.com website where future RFP’s/RFQ’s will be announced, or contact MARTA’s TOD 
and Joint Development staff at 1-404-848-5695.  

Other than the land for the station, MARTA does not own any excess land associated with this sta-
tion but rather it has a “Right of Use” granted by the City of Atlanta and other entities for rail 
maintenance and staff parking. Therefore, TOD opportunities by way of Joint Development are 
extremely limited at this station. Air-rights over the station are also limited. However, MARTA en-
courages transit friendly development around the station on privately held land.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underground Atlanta  

Area Attractions Near 
Five Points Station  

 

New Years Eve Peach Drop  

Underground Atlanta  Plaza 
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ROUTES SERVING             

F IVE POINTS STATION  

 Route 1– Centennial Olympic 
Park/Coronet Way. 

 Route 3– MLK Jr. Dr./ Auburn 
Ave. 

 Route 13– Fair Street/       
Mozley Park 

 Route 16– Noble 

 Route 32-Bouldercrest/ 
Georgia Aquarium 

 Route 42– Pryor Road/ 
McDaniel Street 

 Route 49– McDonough 
Boulevard 

 Route 51– Joseph E. Boone 
Blvd/ Dixie Hills 

 Route 55– Jonesboro Road/ 
Hutchens Road 

 Route 74– Flat Shoals 

 Route 110– Peachtree Street 
“The Peach” 

 Route 155– Windsor Street/ 
Lakewood Avenue 

 Route 186– Rainbow Drive/ 
South DeKalb 

 Braves Shuttle 
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Appendix H- MARTA Station Area Profile – Garnett 
 
 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GARNETT Station :  An Urban Core Station 

The MARTA Transit Oriented Development Guidelines 
classify Garnett Station as an “Urban Core” station.  The 
“Guidelines” present a typology of stations ranging from 
Urban Core stations, like Garnett, to Collector stations - 
i.e., end of the line auto commuter oriented stations such 
as Indian Creek or North Springs.  This classification sys-
tem reflects both a station’s location and its primary 
function.  The “Guidelines” define Urban Core stations as 
“…metropolitan-level destinations, at or near the center 
of the transportation system, where peak hour conges-
tion is most challenging and where the region’s highest 
transit and pedestrian mode shares (i.e., highest percent-
age of people arriving by transit or on foot rather than 
driving) are achievable”.  Adjacent to Atlanta’s reborn 
Castleberry Hill Arts District, Garnett has the potential to 
attract new development and serve the workers, and 
visitor heading to the neighborhood’s galleries, shops and 
restaurants.  It provides excellent transit access to neigh-
borhood residents living in nearby high-density lofts and 
apartments.  

 

225 Peachtree Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA  30303 

STATION LOCATION  

   

  STATION ESSENTIALS  

 

Daily Entries: 1,797 

Parking Capacity: 0 
Parking  
Utilization: 

  
N/A 

Station Type: Elevated 

Station Typology Urban Core 

Land Area 
No Excess 
Land Available 

Page 1 of 4 

 MARTA Research & Analysis 2010 

Transit  Oriented  Development 

GARNETT 
STATION 

Station Area Profile 

Land Use Within 1/2 Mile 

Sources: 
MARTA GIS Analysis 2012 & Atlanta Regional  
Commission LandPro 2009.  

 Residential Demographics 1/2 Mile 

Population                     4,757 

Median Age                   30.8 

Households                 1,258 

Avg. Household Size   1.94 

Median Household Income         $28,251 

Per Capita Income            $19,353 

Business Demographics 1 Mile 

Businesses                               5,315 
Employees                           102,988 
%White Collar   54.1 
%Blue Collar   13.2 
%Unemployed   31.7 

Source:  Site To Do Business  on-line, 2011 

 

Neighborhood Context 

Garnett station is a heavy rail transit sta-
tion located in downtown Atlanta, in cen-
tral Fulton County, on MARTA’s Red and 
Gold lines. The station can be found at 
the corner of Brotherton Street and 
Peachtree Street, with entrances on both 
Brotherton and Trinity Avenue. Garnett 
provides rapid rail service to major desti-
nations including the Buckhead shopping 
and business district (17 minutes), Mid-
town (5 minutes), Downtown (1 minute) 
and Hartsfield-Jackson International Air-
port (15 minutes). Additionally, the Atlan-
ta terminal for Greyhound Bus Lines is 
located literally at the foot of the station. 
There are also Zipcar ride-sharing vehicles 
within a short walk from Garnett station.  

Category SPI 

Dining Out 74 

Entertainment 66 

Food 73 

Retail 63 

Shelter 72 

SPENDING POTENTIAL INDEX  

WITHIN 1/2 MILE 

Note: The Spending Potential Index shows 
the amount spent on a variety goods and 
services by households in the market area. It 
also represents the amount spent in the 
area relative to a national average of 100.  

Source: STDB on-line, 2011 



 

 

Land Use and Zoning  

Land Use 

Garnett station is located in downtown Atlanta near the government and central business dis-
tricts. The predominant use of land within a half mile of the station is commercial at about 62%. 
The commercial uses comprise offices, entertainment venues, transportation, and commercial 
uses that support the governmental operations in the area. Governmental institutional uses such 
as the Georgia Department of Transportation, Fulton County, and the City of Atlanta comprise 
about 19%. Limited Access transportation facilities make a large portion of the land use in the area 
due to its close proximity to the I-20 & I-75/85 interchange. For more detail, please refer to the 
land use map on page 4. 

Zoning 

Zoning is one of the key elements needed in TOD development. Garnett station is located in Sub-
Area 1 of Special Public Interest District 1 (SPI-1). This district was enacted in 2007 to give greater 
clarity and protection for the unique character and forms that are found in the downtown. Moreo-
ver, the district is to provide for a more amenable pedestrian atmosphere by encouraging easier 
pedestrian access to residential, retail, office, and other merchant offerings.  Development near 
MARTA property in this district would require that a Special Administrative Permit be filed with 
the City of Atlanta.  

The SPI-1 Sub Area 1 district is compatible with the design guidelines contained in MARTA’s re-
cently adopted “TOD Guidelines”. The district allows for TOD friendly densities. The maximum 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) allowed in this district is 35. The district’s intent and density provisions are 
compatible with the development guidelines contained in MARTA’s recently adopted “TOD Guide-
lines”.  

 

Urban Core Typology Design Elements 

Below are some of the  design themes of the urban core typology.  Urban core stations are located 
in the most intensely developed nodes in the MARTA network. High-rise construction is common 
and appropriate, although mid-rise buildings are common as well, and mixed uses are combined 
vertically as well as horizontally. Urban core stations have a built-in TOD advantage in that they 
are at or near the center of the system and process a high volume of people. For more infor-
mation on MARTA’s TOD guidelines, please refer to our website at http://www.itsmarta.com/TOD
-real-estate.aspx. 

Land Use Mix and Scale 

 Office, Institutional, hotels, retail, and restaurants 

 Mid to high rise buildings. 

 Multi-Family development 

Public Realm 

 Station is part of the core pedestrian network 

 Stations usually grade separated and closely spaced for 
walking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Garnett Station                      Page 2 of 4  Garnett  Station Aerial View 

Transit  Stations are the focal 
point of successful TOD’s  

Note: Walk Score measures how easy it is to 
live a car-lite lifestyle, not how pretty the 
area is for walking. Walk Score uses a patent
-pending system to measure the walkability 
of an address. The Walk Score algorithm 
awards points based on the distance to 
amenities in each category. Amenities with-
in .25 miles receive maximum points being 
100 and no points are awarded for ameni-
ties further than one mile.  

 

90–100 Walker's Paradise — Daily errands 
do not require a car.  

70–89 Very Walkable — Most errands can 
be accomplished on foot.  

50–69 Somewhat Walkable — Some ameni-
ties within walking distance.  

25–49 Car-Dependent — A few amenities 
within walking distance. 

 0–24 Car-Dependent — Almost all errands 
require a car 

 

Source: Walkscore.com 2012 

Walk Score 

88 

 

Urban Core  Density   

Ranges 

Floor Area Ratio          8.0-30.0 

 

Residential Unit 
Per Acre                            75 + 
 
Height In Floors             8-40 
 

Source: MARTA TOD Guidelines  
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Garnett Station Development Opportunity 

Generally MARTA makes land it owns around its stations (called “Joint Development” lands) availa-
ble through a Request for Proposals (RFP) or Request for Qualifications (RFQ) process.  Developers 
who are interested in developing at MARTA stations will need to go through a competitive RFP/
RFQ process prior to contract award. All interested parties should periodically check the 
www.itsmarta.com website where future RFP’s/RFQ’s will be announced, or contact MARTA’s TOD 
and Joint Development staff at 1-404-848-5695.  

MARTA does not own any excess land associated with this station. Therefore, TOD opportunities 
by way of Joint Development are not possible at this station. However, MARTA encourages transit 
friendly development around the station on privately held land.   

The area round Garnett station offers a significant opportunity for redevelopment. Its key position 
in Downtown Atlanta offers immediate access to Castleberry Hill, the Government District and the 
Central Business District. There are development opportunities that could be considered around 
the station. There are several blocks of surface parking and distressed building near the station. 
Much of the surface parking is used to support the various governmental and ancillary private uses 
in the area. These parking areas could be consolidated into more spatially efficient parking decks 
that could free up development space around the station and in the immediate surrounding area.  

 

 

 

Atlanta Greyhound Station  

Area Attractions Near 
Garnett Station  

 

South Eastern Station Entrance  
near Greyhound Station  
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Appendix I – Breakout Group Session Discussion Questions 
 
Quality of Life Issues (public safety/ homelessness) 

Questions: 

• What are the public safety problems in the area? 
• What are the problems of homelessness in the area? 
• What issues are real and what are the issues of perception? 
• What are some places where you have done work that have similar issues? 
• Why are the public safety and homelessness issues in the study area obstacles to community 

confidence? 
• In what ways are these obstacles to public and private investment? 
• What are alternatives to dealing with the public safety issues? 
• What have you seen done that was successful in a similar situation? 
• What are alternative ways to approach the homelessness problem in the area? 
• What would be some “First Step” Actions/ Strategies for addressing the problems of public 

safety? 
• Who would initiate these actions? 
• What would be some “First Step” Actions / Strategies for addressing the problems of 

homelessness? 
• Who would initiate these actions?  
• What is the best sequence for these actions? 
• What lessons have you learned from this exercise? 
• What is the role of addressing public safety and homelessness problems in improving the 

community’s confidence and willingness to invest in the area? 
 
Pop-Up Community: Tactical Urbanism 

Questions: 

• Definition of Scope 
• What is tactical urbanism? 
• What is its role in re-establishing community confidence and investment in an area? 
• What are some examples of tactical urbanism that you have experience with? 
• Were these measures successful in building community confidence or community interest in an 

area that was distressed? 
• What made it successful? 
• What role could tactical urbanism play in this situation? 
• How successful do you think previous efforts like “Light-Up Broad Street” have been? 
• What could be done to build up on previous efforts like “Light-Up Broad Street”? 
• What new forms of tactical urbanism would you imagine for this area? 
• Who would be the sponsors? 
• What realistic outcomes should the community look for? 
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• What would be the critical elements of success for tactical urbanism in the Broad Street 
corridor? 

• What lessons have you learned from this exercise? 
 

Investments in the Public Realm: Connectivity and Aesthetics 

Questions: 

• What are the elements of connectivity? 
• How would you evaluate the connectivity of the study area? 
• What are the principal elements of connectivity that are present in the public realm of the study 

area? 
• What elements of connectivity are deficient or missing in the public realm in the study area? 
• What is the role of connectivity improvements in increasing community confidence and 

investment in the study area? 
• How would you evaluate the aesthetics of the public realm in the study area? 
• What are the positive aesthetic qualities of the study area?  Negative aesthetic qualities? 
• What is the role of aesthetics in increasing community confidence and investment in the area? 
• What alternative approaches could be taken to improve the aesthetics of the area? 
• Who could make these improvements? 
• In what sequence should they be done? 
• What specific actions or strategies could improve the connectivity of the study area? 
• Who would be the instigator(s) of these improvements? 
• In what sequence should they be done? 
• What realistic outcomes should the community look for in terms of aesthetics? 
• What would be the critical elements of success for connectivity in the Broad Street corridor? 
• What lessons have you learned from this exercise? 
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